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In the course of making.measurements on proton=protcn scatteringS' it 

has occurred· to us that light nuclei should be sufficiently transparent 

to high energy protons· t·o allow observation of proton-proton collisions 

within the nucleus. ·The ultimate goal of such an investigation would be 

to explore the frequently used model in which nucleons within nuclear mat-

ter act very much as do free nucleons, and~· to dete_rmine the nucleon momen= 

tum ,spectrum within nuclei. Concurrently with our :work~ an 'experiment with 

similar purposes has been conducted by• Gladis·, Hess, arid Hoyer •1 · · 

. ·One salient characteristic :featu:i'e of the scattering of· two bodies 

of equal mass is the fact that they e"scape at 90° iri the laboratory system 

and it was; decided to observe this aspect of the collision. 

In order to study this phenomenon more closely,' we have used a: 1i thivm 

target in the' apparatus used previously for proton=t:Jroton scatte:dngo 2 

Our experimental arrangement is virtually identical-to that shown in Fig.·l 

of.reference 1, with counters A'and J3.in a horizontal plane.containing the 

beam~ We. use only the ·laboratory coordinate system, :fn which counter A i:s 

at angle cp from the beam, and counter B is at ·angle (J from the beam bn 

the opposite side·. 

In typical observations, detec'tol:''A :was kept at a :fixed angle 1Nhile 

the coincidence counting rate was measured as a function of the angle e 
of counter B. In all cases _the coincidence rates were carefully extrapolated 
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to zero beam intensity to eliminate accidental coincidence counts. Typical 

solid angles subtended by the counters at the target were about 0.05 ster

adian. The 11~htum target had a thickness of 0.46 g/cm-2• The beam inte-
l 

gration method was the same as '!hat described in reference L 

The curves shown in Figures 1 and 2 represent the rate of coincidences 

as a function of the angle of one of the counters, the other counter being 

held fixed at 45° and 30° in the respective cases. In both cases the two 

counters and the beam were in a common plane at all times. The abscissa 

used in the figures is the dwiation of the angle between the two counters 

from 90°. The resolution curves shown in the figures are those calculated 

from the sizes of the stilbene counters. These shapes have been checked 

in detail using free p-p scattering. 

Similar curves have been obtained by moving counter B vertically, o~t 

of the plane defined by the beam and counter A. These have been used to 

perform an integration of the coincidence counting rate over all positions 

of counter B1 to obtain the differential cross section for this effect in 

the direction of counter A. The result is 

(39 = 4) x 10~27 cm2/sterad. - Li atom (lab. system) at 30° (lab.).· 

The simplest analysis of the results shown ~n· ~Figures ·1 and 2 can be 

made on the assumption that we d9al with p-p scattering of the impinging 

proton. by an individual proton in the Li nucleus. After the collision, the 

2 protons escape without suffering any other collision; otherwise they would 

not be detected by the counter arrangement used 1 The protons in the Li 

nucleus,.however, are not at rest and in applying the conservation of energy J 

and momentum to the system we shall take into account by some admittedly· 

crude assumptions, the internal motion of the protons and their binding 

energy. 
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Let us call l and ~. the momenta of the impinging proton and of the 

colliding proton in the Li nucleus before the colli·sion; .f.!. and ~ are the 

momenta after the collision. We have then separate conservation of momen-

tum for the two colliding protons~ 

(1) 

The conservation of energy can be expressed by saying that: 

Ep: Ep 1+Ep 1 +B trEHe6· (2) 
. 7 

where B is the binding energy of the proton in Li (10 Mev) plus the exci ... 

tation energy left in the He6 atom after the collision whic~ we estimate 

for the sake of argument_to be 5 Mev. TheE's are kinetic energies in the 

laboratory system. 

In the simplest case i~ which all the four momenta_are coplanar (cor

responding experimentally to Figs. 1 and 2). Eq~tions (1) and (2) can 

be combined, and give: 

2prP 1 cos ( e+ W'): (1+ 1/A) p2 ... 2Pp ~OS a+2mB (3) 

where ~ is the angle between p and the impinging proton momentum, and ~ 

is the mass of proton. A is the atomic mass of the residual nucleus; in 

this case A= c. For Ep = 345 Mev,. Ep ~ ,20 Mev, B-=·15 Mev and E1E...!. ?" 330 
m 

Mev, eq. (3) gives: 

cos ( & +<f ) : 0.115 +0. 51 cos a: - (4) 

Ep has been chosen on the basis of the free particle model for the Li nu

cleus and represents a plausible average value of p. 

We call r t.he dep~ture of . .-8 . -+ ~ from. 90°. 

f ~ B +~ -f 
(~ = 0 is the value that would obtain non-relativistically for p and B 
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equal ·zero. ) Eq,.' (4} give·s: ~( .. ·.·• 

<:; -.s.~n~ = 0.115 +0~51 c0s: a:.:~. . 
The' riumbe'r 'of :p;otons ·having a:. in a ·g:i:veh, .int9'rval dec:. fs g~vE?n by 

Na_ dcX: gg 1 dO: ; they give rise to a distribution in t, ; ' 
N'/} •Tf(l/-rr )(cos 'f )(0.25 + 0.23 sin f - sin2 '[il-l/2 

for the case q>? 45°. In developing this formula ·we take into -account 

that p-p scattering is spherically symmetric and_ that the influertce of 

relative velocity on the probabflity of collision is negligible. This dis-· 

tribution in ~ is '.plotted in Fig; 3,· for p2/2m ·= 20 Mev for the given case· 

~-- :··45° as \reli as fdr, the c'ase' ~ :i: 30°. If 'we, .V.ary p, the distribution 

changes, becoming narrower as p is decreased (and shifting ·slightly ·to1.:ard ·• 

larger'vaiue~ of cp), 
P = 0 if B :: 15 Mev: 

appr'oachilig a: delta function around' cp ::: .;;2.6° for 

The ·n~ber '~f protons'with'a: v~iue of :P :i.D: an 'inter-

val dp and moving in the plane of P and P' is proportional. to pdp, and 'i'f w~ 

pe~fo~m·:t.he .integ~;_l fN f(p)pd~ we obtain a f~~dti~n ·of ~which is not too 

different from a triangle having a maximum at ~ : -2.6° and a base of 62° 

extending from ~ = .:. 39° to 23°. (£or the case . p ::: '45°) •· 

. Actualiy this' consideration i~ not relativistic and we can take rela-

tivity into account 'approximately by shifting 61.ir ~alcuiated cu_r:ves in such 

a way that they have a maximum at ~ :: -8° and not at ~ :: ~2.6°, -5.6° 

being the relat~vistic value of', f. tha.twould obt~n in free p-p scattering. 

It is nota.Torthy t~t th~ spread in ~ otrerved agree~nlith the one correspond=, 
,. . . ' '~.. ~ " . . . ' . : . .. . . . . . 

ing to a maximum kinetic energy of nucleons with the nucleus of 20 Mev • 
... 

Furthermore, there is approximately_the expected shift of the maximum and 
" -· 

the expected increased spr~~d a.s -~ 1is \changed f;om 45° to 30~~· 
~ ·,. l.. . J ::... }' • ~ 

We can also compare the free p-p diffevential scattering cross section 

1..ri th the differ~ntial' 'c~oss' section,obtained by' 'i'O:tegrating over all di~ec-

' .. 

: 
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tiona of the second counter. At i = 30° ~ the fr~e p-p cross SE;!ction (lab

oratory system) is 1.3 • .2 x l0-27 cm2 sterad.-1• Three times this cross sec-

6 -.27 .2 -1 tion is 39. x 10 . em sterad. • . This compares remarkably well with the 

cross section (39 r 4) x 19-27 cm2 sterad.-l obtained from lithium. It 

should be mentioned~ however,·that. the vertical spread, observed w~en coun

ter B is moved out of the plane of P.and P', is abo'\lt 40 percent larger 

than that to be expect~d from the pr'9sent interpretation of the horizontal 

spread (Figs. 1 and .2). This aspect will be invesUgated more closely in 

further work. 

These experiments are preliminary in natur.e but they-.show_qualitative 

features which seem of interest to us. When improved and extended, they 

ought to be able to give direct information.on the motion of the proton~ 

inside of the nucleus and on the transparency of nuclear matter for protons, 

This work was preformed under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commis-

sion. 

Information Division 
3/.26/5.2 bw 
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,, ;" ! ~ .•. ~ c~ ·• , 

1- ~···Gladis~ He'ssvand Moyer, Phys. Rev.', in press •.. ,!· 

2 r- ·: ,: Chambe'rl~in·, . Segrk, and wi~gand/ Phys.:' 'R.~v.' ·~,' 9'23 '··(19'51). 
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